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Abstract 
Zayed, M., Tensor functors and finite representation type, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 93 
(1994) 227-229. 
Let A be a finite-dimensonal algebra over an infinite field K and Mod(A) be the category 
of all (left) A modules. For each extension L/K, let FL be the tensor functor 
(L OK -): Mod(A) + Mod(L @x A), X H(L @x X).This functor is always faithful. We prove that if 
for any extension L/K the functor FL is essentially surjective (i.e. each YE Mod(L @x A) is 
isomorphic to some FL(X) with X E Mod(A)), then A is of finite representation type. The converse is 
not generally true. However, A is of finite representation type if and only if for each separable 
extension L/K, F, is essentially surjective. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let I be a nonempty set, (Xi)isl be a family of sets and u be an ultrafilter on I. The 
ultraproduct of this family with respect to u is denoted by n,,Xi. If Xi = X for all i E I, 
the ultraproduct is denoted by nllX and is called the ultrapower of X with respect 
to U. In the sequel K denotes a commutative infinite field, A denotes a finite- 
dimensional associative K-algebra with 1, “modules” mean left modules. A is said to 
be of finite representation type if there is only a finite number of nonisomorphic 
finite-dimensional indecomposable A-modules. We denote by AL the L-algebra 
(L OK A) obtained by extension of the base field K. If X is an A-module, XL is the 
A,-module (L 0,X). If the characteristic of K is zero, any field extension L/K is 
separable in the sense of Mac Lane (“Mac Lane-separable”) [6]. If the characteristic of 
L is p > 0, an extension L/K is Mac Lane-separable if L and KP- ’ are linearly disjoint 
over K, where KP-' denotes the subfield of an algebraic closure of L consisting of the 
elements x such that xp E K. We recall the following result of Jensen and Lenzing: 
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Lemma 1.1[7]. For any$eld K and any ultraJilter u on a set I the canonical embedding 
K -+ n,,K defines a Mac Lane-separable extension. 0 
2. The tensor functor 
The main result of this note is the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a $eld of power c( 2 K,,. For a Jinite-dimensional K-algebra 
A the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) A is of$nite representation type. 
(2) For each Mac Lane-separable extension L/K the functor 
FL = (L OK-) : Mod(A) + Mod(A,), XHXL 
is essentially surjective. 
(3) For each elementary extension L/K, F, is essentially surjective. 
(4) For any ultra$lter u on a set I, the functor (K* @.-):Mod(A)+ Mod(A*), 
X I--* K* QK X is essentially surjective, where K* = nUK and A* = nUA. 
Proof. (1) q (2) It follows from [7], that AL is of finite representation type. Further, 
each finite-dimensional AL-module M is isomorphic to some FL(N), N eMod(A). 
Since each AL-module is a direct sum of finite-dimensional indecomposable modules 
[2], and FL commutes with direct sums, Ft is essentially surjective. 
(2) + (3) Let L be an elementary estension of K. It results from Scott’s lemma 
[3, Chapter 8, Lemma 1.31, Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 6 of [4, Section 73, that L/K 
is a Mac Lane-separable extension. 
The proof of (3) => (4) is obvious. 
(4) * (1) We show that every A-module is pure-injective (this is a well-known 
characterization of algebras of finite representation type [2]). Let X be an arbitrary 
A-module and I be any set of power GI. By [S, Theorem 6.1.41, there exists an a+-good 
countably incomplete ultrafilter u over I. Note that the K*-algebras A* and 
(K* OK A) are isomorphic. Since the functor (K* @lK -) is essentially surjective, there 
exists y~Mod(A) such that X* and K* OK Y are A*-isomorphic, where X* = nUX. 
It is easily seen that there exists an infinite set J such that K* and KCJ) are 
K-isomorphic, hence X* is isomorphic to YJ) as A-modules. By [8, Theorem 11, X* is 
pure-injective, therefore Y (and consequently yJ)) is I-pure-injective. Since X is 
a pure submodule of X*, X is a direct factor of X *. It resuls that X is pure-injective. 
This finishes the proof of (4) = (1) as well as the proof of the theorem. El 
Remark 2.2. Let K be a non-perfect field of characteristic p. Then there exists an 
extension L/K which is not Mac Lane-separable. So there exists a purely inseparable 
extension L/K of exponent one (i.e. L = K(a), where a 4 K, ap E K) such that L OK L 
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has a non-zero nilpotent element. The K-algebra A = E[X]/(Xp) is of finite repres- 
entation type while the extended algebra AL = (t @.E)[X]/(Xp) is not of finite 
representation type. In this case the functor FL is not essentially surjective. 
Remark 2.3. Let A be a K-algebra of finite representation type and L/K be 
a Mac Lane-separable extension. Then FL is both faithful and essentially surjective. 
However FL is not full since this will imply that the algebras A and AL are (Morita) 
equivalent; consequently Cen A N Cen A, [l, Proposition 21.101, which is not gener- 
ally ture. 
Remark 2.4. Let A be an algebra of finite representation type over a filed K of power 
No, u be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on N and X be an A-module of power E with 
aK0 > CI > 2’0. By Theorem 2.1, there exists an A-module Y such that the modules 
X* = n,,X and K* OK Y are isomorphic, where K* = fl,, K. We notice that Yis not 
isomorphic to X (i.e. generally, X* is not isomorphic to K* OK X) since the A-module 
X* is of power aNo while K* QK X is of power CI. 
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